At the beginning of April INDERA was again present at the Mecca of international design: the ‘Salone del Mobile’ in Milan. Our
stand, just like INDERA, has grown considerably over the years. On an impressive 120m2 we presented our modular Week/nd
and TailorMade sofa toppers as well as two special novelties:
The Wedge armchair and the new Crossed Legs collection

The wedge is one of man’s first and most important inventions. It is a simple yet extremely effective accessory that is used
frequently to split wood, attach objects or provide support. Linde Hermans designed a new creative seating concept with the
wedge as a starting point for Belgian design label INDERA. In the Wedge armchair, a wedge and wedge-shaped cushions
provide ergonomics and modular seating comfort. With this, the chair can be fully attuned to the user’s personality. By sliding
the elements in relation to each other, you can play with the height and depth of the back. All parts can be produced in the same
material if so desired, but the choice of fabric or leather can also be exchanged for the seat, back and side panels and cushions.
The combination of various types of fabric and leather creates a play of material and texture. The result is a strongly graphical
piece that exudes personality and craftsmanship.

The successful, stackable Crossed Legs chairs by Fabiaan Van Severen are gradually becoming ‘classics’ in the INDERA
collection. In Milan they were presented in a new version where the steel frame is given a warm white colour and the
comfortable leather seat is available in four ‘vintage’ shades. The way in which the tanned leather can be tightened using a nylon
rope is similar to lacing a Victorian corset. INDERA’s Crossed Legs collection will be further extended with a series of four small
tables with a top in the same shades of leather and a beautiful chaise longue.
Crossed Legs collection: chairs, barstools, lounge chair, side tables and chaise longue.

Y ou may have already noticed… INDERA recently became active on Facebook. Take a look, ‘like’ us and keep abreast of the
latest INDERA news!
www.facebook.com/inderaforfriends

Belgian television presenter Mark Uytterhoeven is presenting the new improvisation programme ‘Spelen met uw leven’ [Playing
with your life] from an attractive, austere FLOW, a design by Xavier Lust for INDERA. (On the Belgian TV Channel VIER every
Thursday evening)

Our qualitative, modular sofas are selected for stylish, commercial and private interior projects.

For all information: made@indera.be

